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Shelterbe-lt Care
E. K. Ferrell, Extension Forester
South Dakota State College

heavy is always a much easier task done
in considerably less time.
Thorough loosening of the surface
soil following heavy rains is recommended for most soils. S:mdy soils are
beaten down smooth and soil may blow
with the first high winds unless the surface is stirred and roughened as soon as
the soil is dry enough to work.
Heavy rains pack the surface of finetextured soils. Unless these soils are well
stirred as soon as they are in workable
condition, succeeding rainfall will be accompanied by an increased loss of moisture through run-off. Most heavy soils,
unless cultivated following rains, will
crack badly. This causes an increase in
loss of soil moisture through evaporation.

Cult:ival:ion
Weeds affect young trees in the same
way they affect other crops. Weeds rob
trees of moisture, plant food and light.
This often results in the death of most
of the trees. Those that do manage to
live are stunted.
Planting a shelterbelt is a waste of
time, money and land unless the planting is cultivated throughout its early
life. Your young shelterbelt trees need
the same care as any other row crop
until they are big enough to shade out
the weeds and grass.
Results of an experiment carried out
at South Dakota State College show
how important clean cultivation is to
tree growth. At the end of four growing seasons, clean cultivated trees averaged over three feet higher and one inch
larger in diameter than trees cultivated
only once each season. Clean cultivated
trees also had many more low branches
than those receiving one cultivation per
seasort. The added growth · and low
branching made it possible to stop
cultivating a full year earlier.
When To Cultivate
An early start is important. Destructicm of weed and grass pests while they
are still in the seedling ,stage adds to the
effectiveness of cultivation. Destroying
weeds while they are still in the seedling
stage also prevents them from using up
valuable soil moisture. Early cultivation
before weed and grass growth becomes
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When To Stop Cu ltivating
,
Cultivation should be stopped when
your trees get big enough to shade out
the weeds and grass. Once the ground
is shaded, continuing to cultivate destroys the leaf mulch. This leaf mulch
builds up the organic matter in the soil.
It also holds moisture and prevents
cracking and crusting of the soil surface.
If the rows in your shelterbelt are
spaced reasonably close together, the
branches gradually grow together and
sl}ade out the weeds. Fast growing trees
like Chinese elm, cottonwood and boxelder grow together much quicker than
slower ones like ash, American elm and
hack berry. You will find it necessary to
continue cultivating the rows of the
slower growing- trees after the faster
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ones are "laid by." It is also necessary to
use narrower cultivating implements as
the branches grow together.

late Summer Cultivation

Cultivation carried on after the middle of August may result in winter injury to your trees. Cultivation encourages the trees to keep growing and a
sudden hard freeze may damage the unripened wood. Weed growth that comes
in after August 15 is not likely to harm
the trees.

Isolation Strip

The strip of ground between the outside rows and the fence is often called
the "isolation strip." It is important to
keep this strip clean cultivated throughout the life of the planting. Permitting
weeds to grow here smothers the trees
and spreads more weed seed. Unless the
isolation strip is kept clean cultivated,
grass may gradually creep into the planting. A clean cultivated isolation strip
also makes an excellent fireguard.

Type of Cultivation

straddling the row with the cultivator
is usually the most satisfactory method.
After the first year, the faster growing
trees cannot be straddled, so the cultivator must be used between the rows.
Destroy the weeds as close to the trees
as possible without damage to the trees.
Do not set the blades so deep that they
will tear up the roots of the trees, although an occasional torn side-root is
not serious.

Cultivation Equipment

Many kinds of cultivating implements are used in shelterbelts. The implement you use, wheth.e r it be a
single-row cultivator, field cultivator or
disc harrow is not so important, but the
time that you use it is all important. Following is a brief description of some .of
the more common tillage implements.
Single Row Cultivator. The common
single-row cultivator used in the production of row crops is one of the best implements for the cultivation of shelterbelts. When equipped with suitable
shovels or sweeps and used by a careful
operator, it effectively removes weeds
and grass and leaves the soil in good
condition. Models which have individual gang control can be used to remove
weed and grass growth within the tree
rows, thus reducing and often entirely
eliminating the need for hand hoeing.
Used in this manner, the tree row is
straddled by the cultivator with little
or no injury to the trees during the first
year after planting.

Cultivation that leaves the ground
surface in a fairly level, slightly cloddy
condition is best. This helps to prevent
wind and water erosion and helps absorption and retention of rainfall and
snow.
Care should be taken to avoid ridging up the tree rows. A ridge of soil in
the tree rows causes excessive water
run-off and makes it impossible to work
some soil to the trees to cover up small
Two-Row Cultivator. The two-row
weeds.
cultivator is almost as effective in the
Small trees that have been planted cultivation of first-year plantings as the
at the proper depth are likely to be in- single-row type. The more rigid gang
jured by an excessive amount of soil control does not permit an equal rethrown up around them.
moval of weeds and grass from the tree
As a general rule, the same tillage rows. However, it serves the purpose
practices that are used on corn and other _satisfactorily for first-year cultivation by
cultivated crops give excellent results straddling the tree row with one side of
with trees. While the trees are young, the cultivator, the other side being closed
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so as to provide full cover for the area
between t~ rows.
Shovel equipment to be used on both
types of row cultivators will depend to
some extent upon soil types, but the
sweep in 10 to 12 inch sizes is more suitable than other kinds of shovel equipment.
Field Cultivators and Spring-Tooth
Cultivators. These are excellent for
shelterbelt cultivation if available in
widths which will cover the space between the rows. Spring-tooth cultivators
are often more desirable than field cultivators since they are usually made up of
several sections one of which may be
detached and used separately.
Disc Harrows. Both single and tandem discs are frequently used for shelter-
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belt cultivation. The single disc is a poor
implement to use for tree cultivation,
mainly because it ridges the rows. Continued use of either single or tandem
discs ·tends to pulverize the soil, making
it much more susceptible to blowing.
Continued discing of medium and fine
textured soils reduces their capacity to
absorb and hold water. Discs are effective for cutting out and covering heavy
weed growth which has gotten beyond
effective treatment with shovel type
cultivators, but their continued use
should be avoided.
Turning Plows. These cannot be
recommended for cultivation in shelterbelts. They leave the surface badly
ridged and ditched and difficult to level
again. Unless worked down immedi-

Figure 1. The grape and shelterbelt hoe effectively removes small weeds from tree rows.
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ately, fresh plowed soil may quickly lose
surface soil moisture. As a last resort for
bad weed infestations, it may be necessary to use a plow. When equipped with
a hook or covering wire·s, · it will successfully cover large weeds. Care must be
taken to avoid covering trees with the
first furrow slice.

Row Cultivating Implements. Several
implements have been developed for removing weed growth within the tree
rows. The grape hoe, rotary hoe and
hydraulically operated hoe are frequently used for this purpose. The
g rape hoe shown in Figure 1 is an inexpensive implement which is very effective for n;moving small weeds and grass
from tree rows. The "tree row cleaner,"
shown in Figure 2 was invented by a
South Dakota farmer. This implement

does an effective job of weed removal
and many of them are used throughout
the state.
Even a narrow band of weeds in the
row robs young trees of moisture and
every effort should be made to remove
them. Table 1 shows the effect of weeds
on soil moisture.
Table 1. Effect of Weed Growth in Tree Rows
on Soil Moisture Content.
Treatment

Depth
Inches

Uncultivated ____________________

6

12
Unculti vated
Uncultivated _ _ _ _ 24
Clean culti vated ____________ ____ 6
Clean culti vated ---------------- 12
Cl ean culti va ted ________________ 24

Percent
Moi sture

10.71
10.06
9.2 8
18 .84
19 .74
17.79

Cover Crops
Shelterbelts planted on soils subject
to severe wind erosion need special attention until the trees are big enough to hold
the soil. Severe damage may result to the
trees themselves, to the soil in the planting, and to neighboring fields unless
soil blowing is checked until the trees
are big enough to provide the necessary
protection.
Leaving a band ·of weeds between
each of the tree rows at the time of the
last cultivation in late summer is one
method of stopping wind erosion and
holding snow in the planting. However,
use of weeds for cover crop has two important disadvantages. They furnish a
supply of weed seed that increases the
future cultivation job and they cannot
always be depended upon to provide
effective cover.
Seeded cover crops are much better
than weeds for holding soil and snow
during . ·fall, winter and early spring.
Crops used for this purpose should meet
the following requirements:
. ·. . .r:~ ':-. ,.

1. Provide enough cover to hold the
soil from blowing.
2. Should not sap the soil of moisture to the extent that growth of the
trees and shrubs is seriously checked.
3. Should stand as an effective barrier
until the following spring.
4. Permit easy and effective removal.
5. Have a low seeding cost.
6. Should not reseed.
A wide variety of crop plants m~y be
used for cover crops. Among the -~ost
satisfactory plants for cover crops are the
following:
1. Sudan grass
2. Grain sorghums
3. Forage sorghums
4. Broom corn
5. Field corn
6. Cowpeas and soybeans
7. Oats (fall seeded)
Your county agent can give you mformation about the crop plants that
:re best adapted to your locality.
-~:'. i .. ·:.,,~
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One row of cover crop between each
row of tree5 is sufficient to hold the soil.
Seeding two rows of the more vigorous
crops, such as sudan grass or sorgh urns,
between each row usually slows up the
growth of the trees. If a two-row
planter is used, the seeding of only one
row can be _accomplished by filling one
seed box an-d running the planter as
close as possible to one row. This will
place the seeded row near the center of
the space between the tree rows. When
using a two-row planter it may be necessary to remove the furrow openers or
lister bottom from the side of the machine which closely approaches the one
tree row in order to prevent covering or
damaging the trees.
Crops for cover should ordinarily be
planted relatively late in their respective seeding seasons in order to hold
competition to a minimum during the
growing season, but seeding ·must be

early enough to msure
growth and cover.

7
satisfactory

Seeding Grass

Seeding grass in shelterbelts to stop
weed growth is a bad mistake. Grass
is even harder on the trees than weeds.
Sod forming grasses rob the trees of
moisture and prevent rainfall from soaking down to the tree roots.
Fifty nine shelterbelt plantings studied by the Northern Great Plains Field
Station show the bad effects of sod on
trees. Results of this study are shown in
Table 2.

Mulching

Mulching trees with straw or other
materials as a substitute for cultivation
cannot be recommended. Mulching
holds moisture near the soil surface and
makes the trees shallow-rooted. Light
rains cannot penetrate the mu 1 ch
and the trees lose the benefit of the
moisture. Mice are attracted to plant-

Figure 2. This tree row cleaner, invented by a South Dakota farmer,
does a good job of weed removal.
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Table 2. Survival and Growth of Green Ash-Northern Great Plains
Condition

Clean cultivation
Weedy -----·--Soddy - -----1 Free

Number of
plantings

Survival
Percent

Height
Feet

Crown Spread
Feet

Uninjuredl
Percent

23

86
65.5
56.8

12.2
8.8
6.6

7.6
5.9
4.3

84.4
66.4
48.9

------------ ----- 18
---------------- 18

of winter or other killing bac;k .

ings that have been mulched with straw.
These rodents are apt to girdle the trees.
Straw also makes a bad fire hazard in
the planting.
Tests conducted at the field station at
Cheyenne, Wyoming, indicate that a
straw mulch has a toxic effect on trees.
Chemical . Weed Control
Some chemicals now on the market

offer much promise for weed control in
shelterbelts. Others, such as 2,4-D, are
harmful to trees and should not be used
in or near the planting. Some kinds of
trees are more susceptible to 2,4-D damage than others. Chinese elm, boxelder
and honeysuckle are especially apt to be
injured. Use of the amine or low volaile ester form of 2,4-D is less likely to
cause injury.

Protection Against: Livestock
Trees and livestock don't mix. Livestock of all types must be kept out of
your trees if your shelterbelt is to be a
success. Severe damage always results
to both young and old plantings if livestock is allowed in them.
The effects of grazing on farm woodlands has been studied in South Dakota
and in other states. These studies prove
that tree plantings start to go downhill
as soon as livestock is turned into them.
Damage is caused by packing the soil,
browsing and breaking branches, and
rubbing against the trees. Young volunteer seedlings and underbrush are
trampled out. Killing off the lower
limbs and underbrush allows wind and
snow to blow through the shelterbelt.
This not only ruins its effectiveness, but
allows weeds and grass to get a foothold.
On the heavier soils, constant trampling packs the ground and causes much
of the rainfall to be lost through evaporation and run-off. Packing the soil also
kills out the fine feeder roots that lie
near the surface. These surface roots are
the only ones that can take advantage of
light rains.

Studies made by the Soil Conservation
Service in Nebraska showed that the
soil in ungrazed woodlands was capable
of absorbing 22.31 inches of water in an
hour. In grazed woodlands only 0.93
inches of water was absorbed in an hour.
In Wisconsin the Forest Service and
Soil Conservation Service recorded the
run-off and soil losses from grazed and
ungrazed woodland . During one storm,
grazed woodland lost nine per cent
of the total rainfall through run-off and
1600 pounds of soil per acre. Ungrazed
woodland lost 0.15 percent of the rainfall through run-off and 17 pounds of
soil per acre.
Figures 3 and 4 show shelterbelt trees
that have been badly damaged by sheep.
A shelterbelt protected by a stock tight
fence is shown in Figure 5. Many farmers want to provide shade for their livestock. An artificial shelter erected in the
pasture, where there is generally a good
breeze, is far better than allowing stock
to run in the shelterbelt. Where no other
way of providing shade appears possible, a part of the shelterbelt m ay be fenced out and used for this purpose. Figure 6 shows how this may be done.
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Figure 3. Grazing by sheep has started this shelterbelt on the road to destruction.

Pruning

Pruning off the lower branches of
shelterbelt trees makes the planting less
effective in stopping wind and snow.
Trimming the trees to a height of five
or six feet also has a bad effect on growth
and survival. Broken branches should
be removed close to the trunk so no
stubs ar~ left. Trees in the inside rows
( such as ash, elm, hackberry, and cottonwood) should be pruned if they start to
develop more than one main trunk near
the ground. Trees injured by rabbits,
cultivation or other causes sometimes
develop two or more stems near the base.
All but the best one of these should be
removed.
Evergreen trees should not be pruned
except in cases where the top shoot has
killed back and a double leader starts.
The best leader should be saved and the
other removed.
Pruning wounds heal best if pruning

is done in the spring just before growth
starts. Large wounds should be painted
with a dressing to protect against rot
and insects. Asphalt paint makes a good
wound dressing. Tree paints made especially for dressing wounds are also
available through paint dealers. ·

Rodent Control
Jackrabbits, cottontail rabbits and
mice often cause severe damage to tree
plantings. Rabbits damage small trees
and shrubs by chewing off the bark or
clipping the stems. Trees that are girdled ~ither die or suffer a serious set back.
Mice tunnel under weeds and snow during the winter months and girdle trees
at or just below the ground line. After
trees are five or six years old rabbits are
not likely to injure them seriously, but
mice sometimes completely girdle large
trees.

has stopped, since they will injure growing trees. Repellents do not poison rabbits and mice, but are distasteful to
them.
Jackrabbits are easily caught in steel
traps and boxtraps are effective in catching cottontails. A plan for building a
boxtrap can be obtained from your
county agent. Ask for Extension Leaflet 147. Additional information on rodent control in tree plantings is available
from your county agent.

Insects

Figure 4. Exposed roots and packed soil
caused by livestock grazing.

Steps should be taken to control rodents before tree damage starts since
there is no quick way of getting rid of
these pests. If control measures are put
off until damage is noticed it is usually
too late to prevent tree losses. In some
years rabbit damage begins early in the
fall. The presence of other food, including green vegetation, is no guarantee
that rabbits will let the trees alone.
Poison, shooting, traps and repellents
all help to reduce rabbit damage. Mice
are easily controlled by placing poisoned
oats in the planting in the fall, ahead of
the first snow. Weedy plantings attract
mice and clean cultivation is a great help
in avoiding mouse damage. Removal of
any trash that has accumulated near the
base of the trees helps to prevent mouse
damage.
Several repellents are on the m arket
which can be painted or sprayed on the
trees. One of the newest of these, a repellent containing trinitro-benzene aniline in acetone ( TNB-A ) is easily applied and very effective. Most repellents
must be applied in the fa ll after g rowth

Successful control of insect pests often
depends upon early recognition of the
insect causing the damage and upon
prompt application of the proper control measures. The following list includes those insects that are most likefy to
cause trouble in shelterbelts.
Leaf Eating Insects
Grasshoppers: These insects damage
trees and shrubs by eating the leaves,
buds and bark. Caragana and honeysuckle are especially apt to be injured
by grasshoppers. Red cedar branches
are sometimes girdled by these insects.
Figure 5 . A shelterbelt protected by a
stock tight fence.

1
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F/eld S/de
Figure 6. Fenced cattle shelter arrangement in shelterbelts.

Canker Worms: Also known as "inch
worms" or "measuring worms." Elm
trees are preferred by these pests, but
other kinds of trees are also attacked.
Leaf eating usually begins in May.
The larvae are light green and ½ inch
to an inch in length.
Cecropia Moth: This is the largest native species of giant silkworms. The
larvae are light bluish green, three to
four inches long and have a series of
bumps armed with black bristles. Not
often a problem, but in some years
they completely defoliate trees and
shrubs.
Polyphemus Larvae: May feed on any
of the broad-leaved trees and shrubs.
These larvae range from three to five
inches in length and have seven
oblique, pale yellow lines on each side
of the body. This caterpillar rarely
occurs in sufficient numbers to cause
serious damage.
Green Striped Maple Worm: About
two inches long when full grown,
with pale yellow stripes running
lengthwise of the green body. There
is a pair of black horns just back of
the head and a number of small black
bristles at the posterior end. These
caterpillars feed mostly on soft maple,
but when this food is absent will attack boxelder and oak.
Horn Worms: These caterpillars are
the larval forms of the Hawk moths

and commonly eat the leaves of all
broad-leaved trees. They often cause
serious damage on green ash, cottonwood, and willow. They are greenish, often marked with white, and
all species have a large horn or an
eye-like structure on the back on the
eighth abdominal segment near the
posterior end of the worm.
Cottonwood Dagger Moth: The larvae of this species may eat all of the
leaves on young cottonwood and willow trees. The skin is yellowish green
and is covered with soft bright yellow
hairs. Some tufts of long black hairs
may be found on the top of some of
the segments. The head is shiny black
and is marked with a white inverted
"V" in front. When full grown this
caterpillar is about 1 ½ inches long.
Alfalfa Caterpillar: Usually a pest of alfalfa, but often eats the leaves of caragana. They are smooth, grass green in
color, with a white stripe running
lengthwise on each side of the body.
In the middle of this white stripe is a
very narrow red line. Full grown
worms are about 1 ½ inches long.
Eastern Tent Caterpillar: Attacks nearly all broad-leaved species. The caterpillars are dark gray or black with a
white line along the center of the back
and dots of blue and white along the
side. Hairs are few, long, soft and
yellowish in color. The caterpillars
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congregate in a silk tent suspended
from the crotch of a limb when not
feeding.
Forest Tent Caterpillar: Very similar
to the Eastern Tent Caterpillar, but
may be distinguished by the row of
diamond-shaped or oval-shaped white
spots down the back. This is a white,
unbroken line on the . Eastern Tent
Caterpillar. These caterpillars do not
make a silk tent, but live together,
feeding and resting in groups during
most of their larval lives.
Fall Web-Worm: Feeds on many forest trees. The fully grown larvae are
about an inch long and appear pale
yellow or greenish with a broad dusky
stripe down the back and a yellow
one along each side. They are covered
with long hairs which may be whitish,
yellowish, or brownish. They live and
feed inside a dirty, white web.
Yellow-Necked Caterpillar: Has a yellow colored shield on the upper part
of the neck. The main part of the body
is black with yellow stripes extending
lengthwise along it. The mature caterpillar is about two inches long and is
thinly covered with whitish hairs. It
is commonly found on fruit trees, but
when plentiful will eat the leaves off
shelterbelt trees.
Spiny Elm Caterpillar: This is the larval form of the Mourning Cloak Butterfly. It is often found on elm, willow,
poplar and hackberry. The caterpillar
is two inches long and has a blackish
color sprinkled with small white dots.
Down the middle of the back is a
row of red dots and arranged crosswise on each body segment is a row
of branched, black spines.
Painted Lady Butterfly: The larvae
sometimes feed on young trees, especially elm, in shelterbelt plantings. The
caterpillars are about 1 ½ inches long,
dull brown or black, and covered with
branched or unbranched spines. They
web or tie a leaf loosely into the shape

of a "U'' and feed inside until the leaf
is almost entirely gone, when it moves
to a new location.
Elm Sawfly: The larvae are two inches
long, and pale yellowish-white with
a black stripe down the middle of the
back and a row of black dots on each
side of the body. The larvae sometimes
eat most of the leaves and the adults
cause damage by girdling twigs.
Ash Sawfly: Fullgrown larvae are
about¾ inches long and ~hitish with
a yellowish tinge. The head is shiny
black and legs are blackish brown.
The adults emerge about the time
the leaf buds of the ash show green.
The eggs are laid in the tissue of the
· developing leaflets. The young larvae
at first eat holes in the leaflets, but
later consume entire leaf areas.
Cottonwood Leaf Beetle: Varies from
3 / 16 to ½ of an inch in length and is
basically yellow in color and marked
with long spots and lines. The head is
black and the beetle is dark metallic
green to black below. These be~tles
often cause widespread damage since
there are three to five generations per
year. They attack both willows and
cottonwoods.
Spotted Willow Leaf Beetle: Similar
to the cottonwood leaf beetle and
frequently the two may be found
feeding together. This beetle is deep black beneath and the background
color of some individuals is red instead of yellow. The wing covers are
marked with rows of square or transverse black spots. I ts size is 3 / 16 to ½
of an inch.
Flea Beetle: These are very small leaf
beetles of metallic color, usually black
or green, and have hind legs fitted for
jumping. Ordinarily they are not important, though they may eat holes in
. the leaves of small trees. Only the
adults feed on the leaves. The larvae
are root feeders, but are generally not
serious in this stage.
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Blister Beetles: May be distinguished
from other leaf-eating beetles by the
fact thaf their heads are distinctly set
off from the body. They may be black,
gray, tan, spotted or striped. Usually
they are considerably longer than
broad, so that they have a slender
appearance. These beetles are among
the most severe pests on caragana and
may also feed on locust foliage. They
vary from a little over ½ inch to an
inch in length when full grown.
Boring Insects

Borers are most likely to cause damage
in trees that are weakened by drought,
weed and sod competition, livestock
grazing or other injury. Healthy trees
are usually not attacked or are able to
resist attacks successfully.
Round-Headed Borers: These are generally fleshy, legless grubs; white or
yellowish in color, with darker heads.
Their bodies are elongate, round, and
taper from head to tail. In most cases
the larvae of these insects cause damage by working in the live layer of
wood just beneath the tree bark. As
these insects approach the pupal stage,
they leave this live layer and make
extensive galleries in the wood. They
rarely exceed ¾ of an inch in length
and are often smaller.
Round-headed borers working in
the main stem of the tree above the
ground line and in the larger branches
include the iocust borer, the larval
form of the green ash horned beetle,
the poplar borer, the elm borer, the
larval stage of the poplar horned
beetle, the pole borer and the cottonwood borer.
Cottonwood Borer: This insect may
cause considerable damage in shelterbelt plantings. Injury is most likely to
be caused by the larvae boring under
the bark and in the wood at and. just
below the ground line. This borer
often girdles the tree or so weakens
it that it breaks off in the wind. The
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adults cause some mJury to very
young trees when laying their eggs.
The adults are large, black and
white mottled, long-horned beetles
ab<?ut 1 ¼ to 1 ½ inches long. The antenna~ are at least as long as the body.
The larvae are white to yellowish
with brownish heads. The bodies are
distinctly segmented and reach a maximum length of two inches.
Flat-Headed Borers: The first three
segments of the body of the larvae are
much swollen and Battened and cause
the heads to look Bat. Generally these
larvae are small. The mature size is
usually ½ to an inch in length. Only
two species are likely to be found in
shelterbelts. These are the Bat-headed
apple tree borer and the honeylocust
borer. They are not apt to attack
healthy trees.
Boring Caterpillars

Some members of this group are serious pests on pine and ash trees. All boring caterpillars are the larval stages of
inconspicuous, gray mottled moths. The
following species may be found in shelterbelts:
Carpenter Worm: Often attacks green
ash. They can usually be detected by
the presence of sawdust-like borings
at the base of the tree or clinging to
the crevices in the bark. The larvae
are rather fleshy, naked caterpillars.
The head and that part of the body
just back of the head is dark brown.
Small bumps in the body are also
dark brown and each bump contains
a single hair. Full grown larvae are
two to three inches long.
Ash Borer: Green ash trees are sometimes damaged by this pest. The larvae bore into young trees . near the
base. This weakens the tree and it may
break off in a strong wind. The larvae
are naked, white caterpillars. The
adults have transparent hind wings,
m arked with yellowish brown margins and veins. The fore wings are
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narrow and opaque and have a spread
of a little over an inch.
Pitch Moth: Attacks pine trees that have
reached at least two inches in diameter. Scotch, Austrian, ponderosa, red
and jack pines are infested. Scotch
and Austrian pine usually suffer the
worst damage. An infested tree can
usually be spotted by large, irregular
masses of pitch which oozes from the
boring holes. The full grown larvae
are ¾ to one inch long, light brown
in color with darker heads, and have
a series of black dots along the sides
of the body.
Midwestern Pine-Tip Moth: Attacks
practically all of the two and three
needle pines. The larvae feed on the
buds and new shoots. The larvae are
yellowish with a brown head, smooth,
and nearly ½ inch long. Infested trees
are rarely killed, but often badly deformed.
Bark Girdling Insects
Cutworms and army worms belong
in this group and can be divided into
four classes: ( 1) Climbing cutworms
that are largely leaf eaters; ( 2) Army
worms or cutworms that travel in large
numbers and usually denude their path
of all vegetation; ( 3) Solitary cutworms
that cut the plant off at the surface of
the ground, and ( 4) Subterranean cutworms feeding on p}ants under the soil
surface.
One species may cause more than one
type of damage and most cutworms are
night feeders. Cultivated crops and
weeds are usually the food sources of army worms but when deprived of that
kind of food, they w ill eat bark and buds
of young trees.
Sap Feeding Insects
Sap feeders are divided into three
groups: the scales, the aphids, and the
red spiders or mites. Of these three the
last is not truly an insect, but is closely
allied to the true spiders.

Scales include .the armored scales, the
tortoise scales and the mealy bugs.
Armored scales are flat and either
oyster-shell shaped, pear shaped, or
rounded in outline. These armored
scales appear as encrustations, usually
brown to gray or white, occuring as irregular masses on the twigs or leaves of
the plant.
Tortoise scales are so called because
of their shape and may be devoid of
covering or may protect themselves like
the a~mored scales by secreting a waxy
covering.
Mealy bugs are soft, oval insects
covered with a powdery wax which they
secrete. It is this flour-like material that
gives them their common name.
Stay On Host
All of the scales have one peculiarity
in common. This is the fact that, except
for the first nymphal stage, these insects
remain attached to the host plant irt one
spot throughout their lives.
Scales feed on a wide variety of hosts,
and most kinds of trees and shrubs used
in shelterbelt plantings are likely to be
attacked by one or more kinds of scales.
Generally, they do not cause enough
damage in shelterbelts to justify control
measures. One exception to this is oystershell scale on cotoneaster. This shrub is
especially susceptible and may be seriously damaged or killed by the oystershell scale.
Aphids-Plant Lice
Aphids are known as plant lice. In
general they are small, delicate, softbodied insects, often green, sometimes
dark in color, and wingless, or winged.
Where wings are present, there are four,
light and membranous, that meet roofshaped over the body when folded.
Aphids are generally sluggish and remain fixed to the host plant where the
mouth parts are inserted. They attack
almost every known plant. They feed in
·colonies, at times completely covering
portions of the plant, and may be
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definitely injurious. Unless they become
unusually severe, they do not warrant
much ,attention in shelterbelt plantings.
Red spiders ~r mites are very small.
Some of them are so tiny that they cannot be seen by the unaided eye. They
have four pairs of legs and vary in color
from brick red to green or yellow.
They attack a number of plants, including evergreens and broad-leaved
trees and shrubs. They are true sucking
types of feeders and usually infest the
under sides of the leaves where they are
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rarely noticed until the leaves begin to
turn yellow and brown and fall. Usually
they will not be serious, but over a period of years, if the infestation is severe,
they i;nay kill the host plant. They are
especially active and multiply rapidly
during hot weather. Often the leaves of
the host plant are covered with a fine
silky web. One good method of detecting the presence of red spider mites is
to shake a branch over a sheet of white
paper. If many spiders are present they
can be seen as tiny specks moving about
on the paper.

Insect Control Methods
Control methods depend upon insect
habits. If the insect to be controlled is a
chewing insect feeding on the leaves, a
stomach poison usually works best.
Sucking insects that insert their mouth
parts through the plant surface and suck
the sap must be controlled with an insecticide that will ·poison through contact with the surface of the insect's body.
Scale insects cover themselves with a
coating which makes it necessary to use
a spray that will either get under the
insect's shell or kill the insect before the
scale is formed.
Most boring insects attack injured or
weakened trees. Keeping the trees
healthy is good insurance against attack
by borers. Since these insects work on
the inside of the tree, the use of stomach
poisons will not control them. An orthodichlorobenzene emulsion has proved
quite effective in preventing borer attacks. The stock solution is made of the
following ingredients: one gallon of
orthodichlorobenzene, one gallon of soft
water, and one pound of common laundry soap. If the water is hard, add one
teaspoonful of washing soda as a softener. To one part of the stock solution add
six parts of water to make the spray
solution. The spray should be applied
directly to the stem of the tree, especially

from the ground line to a height of five
or six feet. The spray should be applied
early in the spring before the borers go
into the wood.
To Calculate Percent of Finished Sprays
1. To figure the percent actual toxicant
in a spray mixture multiply pounds
of insecticide used by percent of active ingredient in insecticide. Divide
this by the gallons of spray mixture
times eight. ( Approximate weight of
one gallon water)
EXAMPLE: 8 lbs. 50% DDT wettable
powder were mixed in 100 gallons of
water. What percent actual DDT was
in the spray?
8 x 50 7 100 x 8 equals 0.5 % actual
DDT
2. To figure the pounds of wettable
powder needed to mix a spray containing a given percent of actual toxicant, multiply the gallons of spray
wanted times the percent of actual
toxicant wanted times eight. Divide
this by the percent of active ingredient in the insecticide used.
EXAMPLE: · How many pounds of 6%
gamma BHC are needed to make 100
gallons of spray containing 0.03%
gamma BHC?
100 x 0.03 x 8 + 6 equals 4 lbs.
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INSECTICIDE RECOMMENDATIONS
Remarks

Insect

Insecticides, Dosages

Aphids
(Plant Lice)

Malathion 4% dust, 0.06% spray; nicotine sulfate, 1 teaspoonful 40% emulsifiable concentrate
per gallon water; rotenone 1-1.5% dust

Borers

Wash or spray of 2.5-5% DDT emulsion applied Keep trees
healthy
to trunks may help reduce numbers; orthodichloroberizene emulsion as described on page 15

Boxelder bug

Chlordane 5% spray; dieldrin 2~<, spray

Cankerworms

DDT 0.25% spray; chlordane 0.25% spray

Caterpillars,
leaf feeding

DDT 0.24% spray or lead arsenate 0.5 % will control most leaf chewing caterpillars. Chlordane,
dieldrin or toxaphene sprays may also be effective.

Cutworms,
climbing

Chlordane 0.25% spray; toxaphene 0.25% spray

Leaf feeding
beetles and
larvae

DDT 0.25% spray or lead arsenate 0.5;~ will
control most leaf chewing beetles. Chlordane,
dieldrin or toxaphene sprays may also be effective.

Leaf rollers

DDT 0.25% spray ; lead arsenate 0.5 %

Leaf hoppers

DDT 0.25% spray

Plant bugs

DDT 0.25% spray, 5~<, dust

Scale insects

Dormant oil or liquid lime sulfur. DDT 0.25% Dormant
spray or malathion 0.06% spray applied after sprays to be
crawlers hatch.
applied before
buds open in
spring; follow
directions and
precautions on
the labels.

Spider mites
("red spider" )

Aramite, 2 tablespoons 15% wettable powder
per gallon of water, 3% dust; chlorobenzilate
0.03% spray ; dimite as directed on label; malathion 4% dust, 0.06% spray; ovatran as directed
on label; sulphenone as directed on label; sulfur,
dusting
-

Apply in
spring when
worms first
hatch.

Apply early
when worms
are still small.
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3. To figure the gallons of emulsifiable
concentrate needed to mix a spray
containing a given percentage of actual toxicanf, multiply the gallons of
spray wanted by the percent actual
toxicant wanted by eight. Multiply
pounds of active ingredient per gal-
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lon in insecticide used by 100 and
divide into the first figure.
EXAMPLE: How much 25% DDT
emulsifiable concentrate (2 lbs per
gal) is needed to make 50 gals of
spray.containing 0.25 % actual DDT?
50 x 0.25 x 8 + 2 x 100 equals ½ gal.

Diseases
Diseases, like insects, are much 'llore
likely to attack weakened trees. Anything that can be done to promote good
growing conditions helps to prevent
tree diseases. Clean cultivation and exclusion of livestock are the two most
important means of keeping shelterbelt
trees and shrubs in a healthy growing
condition. Prevention of shelterbelt diseases is much more practical than curing
them. Successful control of disease depends upon early recognition of the disease and prompt application of the proper control measures.
Some of the trees and diseases likely
to attack them as well as suggested control methods are included in the following list:
Ash, green: This tree is commonly infected with two fungus diseases.
Anthracnose sometimes causes severe
injury. Large light-brown spots develop on infected leaves, often causing
them to drop from the tree. Unusually
wet springs favor the development of
this disease. Two applications of dithane or parzate spray at two pounds
per mo gallons of water are recommended-one just before the buds
open and a second just after they
break. Ash rust infects the leaves,
petioles (leafstalks) and twigs and
produces conspicuous swellings which
may bring about a twisting of the infected parts. In . these swellings the
fungus produces tiny cup-like structures containing an abundance of
orange-colored spores or "seed". These
spores are scattered by the wind to

other leaves where new infections take
place. Dithane or parzate, two pounds
in 100 gallons of water, applied early
in the growing season, usually give
effective control.
Boxelder: Many reports about the unhealthy appearance of boxelder trees
have been received from all over the
state. Young leaves have a pale yellowish-green color and the leaf margins are twisted. Symptoms and some
evidence indicate that 2,4-D is causing
the trouble. Extreme care should be
used when . spraying with 2,4-D near
boxelder trees. Use of amine or lowvolatile ester forms of 2,4-D are less
likely to cause injury.
Cedar: Both cedar and apple trees are
infected by a fungus disease called
"cedar apple rust". This disease cannot spread directly from one cedar
tree to another, but must go through
part of its life cycle on apple trees.
On the cedars the disease can be recognized by various sized corky-like
swellings or galls on the smaller
branches and twigs. These swellings
are especially noticeable in the spring
when long, yellow, jelly-like spore
tendrils protrude from the galls. These
jelly-like masses of spores are produced after heavy dew or rain. On the
apple, both fruit and leaves are infected and the disease at this stage can be
rocognized by the occurrence of small,
circular, yellow to orange colored
spots ¼ inch to ½ inch in diameter
on the under side of the leaves. Keeping cedar and apple trees a mile apart
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will usually eliminate the disease.
Where shelterbelt protection is more
valuable than apple crops, it may be
advisable to eliminate the apple trees
if cedar-apple rust becomes a problem.
Another solution is to plant rust resistant apple varieties and use ferbam or captan in the apple spray schedule.
This fungicide effectively controls cedar-apple rust on apple trees, but
nothing has been discovered that effectively controls the rust on cedar
trees.
Cottonwood: Leaf rust, resembling flax
rust in appearance, is very common on
cottonwood trees. Leaves become covered with small, orange colored spots
and drop from the trees. Rust infection sometimes starts early in August
and spreads r apidly. Early leaf drop
weakens the trees and they may die
during the following winter. Spraying
the trees with one pound of yellow
cuprocide dissolved in 100 gallons of
water is effective in preventing the
spread of this rust. The spray must be
applied when · the first signs of rust
appear on the leaves.
Siouxland, a rust-resistant cottonwood developed by the South D akota
Experiment Station, is practically immune to leaf rust.

Plum: Wild plum is sometimes infected
with fungus disease called "leaf curl
and pockets". Leaves, young twigs
and fruits are affected. In the spring,
infected leaves and twigs grow abnormally fast and become enlarged,
inflated and distorted. Infected fruits
become enlarged, their pits fail to develop normally and their centers become hollow. This disease can be controlled by spraying the bushes with
lime-sulfur, one part in nine parts of
water. The spray must be applied in
the fall after the plants are dormant
or in late winter before the buds start
to swell.

Both plum and sandcherry are infected by a fungus disease known as
"brown-rot of stone fruits. " This disease infects flowers, leaves, twigs and
fruit. Infected parts turn brown. Discoloration spreads from the point of
infection until entire leaves or extended areas of leaves and twigs are involved. Infected parts shrivel and resemble frost injury. On the fruit,
brown spots appear and expand rapidly until the whole fruit is discolored.
The fruits are soft and watery and
later -become covered with brown
tufts.
Brown rot can be controlled by
spraying the bushes with 2 pounds
of captan in 100 gallons of water. The
spray must be applied 10-14 days before the fruit matures-just as it starts
to lose its green color.
Sandcherry: Leaf curl and pockets disease, as described for plum, also affects
sandcherry. Infected sandcherry fruits
usually are long and pointed, but frequently become irregularly round and
wrinkled. Control measures as described for plum are effective on sandcherry. Sandcherry is also infected by
brown rot, as described for plum, and
the same control measures may be
used.
Chlorosis

In South Dakota this disease is usually
caused by lack of iron. Iron may be present in the soil, but is not available to the
tree. This is frequently the case in alkaline soils.
The leaves of affected trees first turn
uniformly yellowish green, or they may
remain green along the veins but turn
yellow in the areas between veins. The
terminal growth of twigs is small, and
the tree is generally stunted. The tissue
between the leaf veins or along the leaf
edge may die on trees affected with
chlorosis for several years. E ventually
whole branches or the entire tree m ay
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die unless the condition responsible is
corrected.
Chelated iroT'l has proved very effective in curing chlorosis. This material
is applied to the ground surface around
the trees at the rate of 60 to 80 pounds
per acre. Spraying the foliage with two
pounds of ferrous sulphate dissolved in
100 gallons of water is also reported to
give good results. Ferric sulphate, commonly available in drugstores, is not
effective. Ferrous sulphate must be used.
Irrigation

Water should be applied often enough
to keep trees and shrubs growing vigorously. A thorough soaking at infrequent
intervals is better than frequent light
watering. Irrigation should be stopped
by mid-August to give the trees time to
ripen their wood before winter sets in.
Otherwise, there is danger of winter
injury. After the trees have stopped
growing in the fall ~nd have begun shedding their leaves it pays to give them a
thorough irrigation. Trees that "freeze
up wet" come through the winter in better shape than those in dry soil. This is
especially true of evergreen trees.
Fertilizing Shelterbelt Trees

Established shelterbelt trees are rarely
fertilized and experimental information
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on the effects of fertilizers in shelterbelts
is limited. Information secured from the
Northern Great Plains Field Station and
Nor~ Dakota Agricultural College indicates t~at fertilizer may be helpful in
some cases. Stunted or weak trees of both
deciduous and evergreen types will usually respond to applications of complete
commercial fertilizers that are relatively
high in nitrogen. Application of commercial fertilizers should be made only
in early spring, and then only to trees
that are making very little terminal
growth. Irrigated trees and shrubs are
most likely to respond to fertilizer, but
dry-land trees may also benefit provided
enough rain is received to wash the
fertilizer down into the soil.
When transplanting small "shelterbelt
size" trees and shrubs, especially bare
root evergreens, fertilization with a
starter solution may be helpful. Starter
solutions can be made with any highly
soluble commercial fertilizers that contain largely phosphorus and nitrogen.
North Dakota Agricultural College reports good success by dissolving one
pound of 16-20-0 in ten gallons of water.
This solution is applied to the bas·e of
small seedlings immediately after transplanting at the rate of about one cupful
per seedling.
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